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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

OBJECTIVE 

This report analyzes very high frequency signal strength data from two Naval Oceanic & 
Atmospheric Administration weather radio transmitters located in southern California and south-
western Arizona over a wide range of topography ranging from relatively flat to mountainous terrain. 
Meteorological information was obtained from local radiosonde measurement stations at Miramar 
(NKX) and Yuma Proving Ground (1Y7). These data are used as the basis for a validation study of 
the Advanced Propagation Model (APM) to determine its applicability for low-altitude mobile radio 
communications applications over terrain. 

RESULTS 

The APM performs very well for low-altitude propagation over terrain and at least as well as the 
widely used diffraction model, TIREM, under standard conditions. The APM performs better when 
variable refractivity data are available. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Many validation studies have been conducted of tropospheric radiowave propagation models and 
their ability to adequately predict propagation loss at low altitudes for frequencies from very high 
frequency (VHF) to Ku-band over various terrain [1]–[4], sea [5]–[8], and mixed land/sea paths  
[9], [10]. Validation studies on propagation data collected for over-water paths focused on the effects 
of anomalous propagation conditions such as elevated and surface-based ducts—particularly evapo-
ration ducts, which are prevalent over the ocean [11], [12].  

Of course, propagation data collection on over-terrain paths has been much more extensive; 
however, these validation studies focused primarily on terrain and not atmospheric effects [13]. 
Indeed, many of the widely used models designed primarily for propagation over land ignore 
horizontal and vertical variations in the refractive profile and instead rely on a single linear gradient 
(equivalently an effective earth radius factor) to describe the lower atmosphere [2], [14]. Therefore, 
most data collections reported in the open literature contain only propagation data and lack corres-
ponding meteorological measurements.  

These authors are aware of only one over-terrain data set that contains both radio propagation data 
and an extensive set of refractive profile measurements made along the propagation path. The 
measurement campaign was conducted by our predecessor propagation group at (what was then 
called) the Naval Electronics Laboratory [15]. A transmitter was located at Gila Bend, Arizona, with 
two receiver stations along the path, one located 26.7 miles from the emitter and the second located 
over 46 miles from the same emitter. Transmitting and receiving antennas were mounted on 200-ft 
towers using an elevator system that allowed signal height-gain measurements from the surface to 
200 ft in height for various pre-selected antenna heights at the transmitter tower. Meteorological 
measurements were made at the terminal stations and several other stations along the path, which 
showed low-lying, surface-based ducts forming in the early morning hours due to radiational cooling 
from the desert floor. 

This radio propagation data set, taken over terrain that includes measured range-dependent 
refractive profiles showing surface-based ducts of varying thickness along the propagation path,  
was one of the first data sets used in validating our propagation model [16]. The model showed  
good agreement with observations and this particular data set showed, above all, that once heights 
are approached above the terrain where diffraction is not the dominant propagation mechanism,  
the refractivity does indeed significantly impact the field strength and one cannot assume simple 
standard atmosphere conditions.  

The model described in Reference [16] was the predecessor to our current Advanced Propagation 
Model (APM), which is the model discussed in this report. APM is based on the split-step Fourier 
parabolic equation (PE) algorithm and has been funded primarily by the Office of Naval Research 
for operational use by the U.S. Navy. It was initially developed to model anomalous and range-
dependent atmospheric effects on radiowave propagation over the ocean. However, with Navy 
operational requirements focusing on the littoral environment in the last 10 to 15 years, there  
was a strong need to accommodate range-dependent refractive profiles along with terrain effects. 
Therefore, APM has been improved over the years to also model terrain effects for propagation over 
land. For a detailed description of the algorithms within APM and the history of its development, see 
Reference [17]. 
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A common feature in previous propagation data sets taken over land is that both terminal points 
are usually fixed, or as in the case with the Arizona data in Reference [15], the terminals are at fixed 
ranges from one another, but variable in height. Simultaneous meteorological measurements are rare. 
The primary focus of the validation study discussed in this report is to assess how well APM 
performs for low-altitude transmitter/receiver geometries over land where the receiver is mobile and 
where some measure of the refractivity is known via local radiosonde stations. The APM is a hybrid 
ray optics/PE model that is described in detail in Reference [17]. Also see Reference [18] for 
additional derivations on alternative PE models, along with references to various data collection 
campaigns. 

The secondary purpose of this validation study is to quantify errors between observed and 
predicted field strength values produced by commonly used terrain databases within the United 
States. Before the existence of the Digital Terrain Elevation Database (DTED) or the United States 
Geological Survey (USGS) database, characterizing the terrain elevation profile along a particular 
propagation path was difficult because terrain elevation profiling was manual. With these databases 
now readily available, a more complete validation study on propagation models is possible. Having 
ready access to databases such as DTED or USGS allows the model to ingest multiple terrain 
elevation profiles, providing signal strength coverage for multiple receiver/target locations fairly 
quickly.  

Section II discusses the experimental setup and the radio signal strength measurements, along with 
the environmental information applied in the analysis. Section III presents the results of the APM 
performance with observations, as well as the performance of a widely used terrain diffraction 
model, the Terrain Integrated Rough Earth Model (TIREM) [14]. 
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II. MEASUREMENTS 

A. RADIO DATA 
Our signals of opportunity for the propagation data are two National Oceanic & Atmospheric 

Administration (NOAA) weather radio transmitters. The two transmitters are located in San Diego, 
California (station call sign KEC-62), and near Yuma, Arizona (station call sign WXL-87). The 
system parameters and coordinate locations for both transmitters are listed in Table 1. 

Table 1. NOAA weather radio transmitters. 

 San Diego
KEC-62 

Yuma 
WXL-87 

Frequency (MHz) 162.4 162.55 

Power (watts) 100 100 

Elevation above mean sea level (msl) (meters) 882.9 666.2 

Elevation relative to ground (rtg) (meters) 99.7 90.5 

Location coordinates (latitude/longitude) 33N 00′ 32″/ 
116W 58′ 02″

33N 03′ 17″/ 
114W 49′ 33″ 

The VHF measurement system consists of an ICom 8500 radio to measure received signal power 
versus time, a Global Positioning System (GPS) unit to determine latitude and longitude versus time, 
and a laptop computer to control both. The ICom 8500 radio was connected to a quarter-wave dipole 
antenna that was mounted on the side wall of the bed of a pickup truck, 2.2 m above the surface. 
Figure 1 shows the VHF antenna and receiver mounted in a truck. In this setup, the 12-V supply  
for the radio came from the truck battery. A separate car battery powered the laptop. The radio is 
configured for receiving frequency modulation (12-kHz) signals with automatic frequency control 
off (to prevent de-tuning the radio under low-signal conditions).  

This radio was fixed-tuned to the KEC-62 transmitter (162.4 MHz) or the WXL-87 transmitter 
(162.55 MHz) with a 12.5-kHz receiver bandwidth. Signal strength data were recorded by moni-
toring the “S-meter” reading that was calibrated to signal power received at the antenna. Calibration 
was accomplished using a precise Anritsu® signal generator feeding the antenna cable connected  
to the ICom 8500 receiver, both tuned to 162.4 MHz. Input power levels were varied from −115  
to −20 dBm, and 20 samples were taken at each level (sampled at 1-s intervals), which were aver-
aged and recorded as one reading. Standard deviation of the 20 S-meter samples was less than  
1 S-meter unit, typically zero, for inputs of −20 to −90 dBm. The ICom 8500 radio was calibrated 
before each measurement, and was consistent. A calibration dependency on input voltage to the radio 
was noted and the input voltage was monitored during each measurement. The dipole antenna  
is assumed to contribute a 2.3-dBi gain. No antenna patterns for an antenna mounted on the truck 
were made; a repeatable (per measurement) dipole pattern is assumed. Simultaneously, latitude and 
longitude in WGS-84 coordinates were recorded by monitoring a Garmin® model 48 GPS receiver. 
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           (a)                    (b) 

           (a)                    (b)          

Figure 1. The receiver antenna mounted on a pickup truck (a) and the receiver with laptop computer 
in the truck (b). 

Radio signal strength and GPS latitude/longitude coordinates were measured at the receiver as the 
vehicle traveled eastward on Interstate 8 from the Space and Naval Warfare Systems (SPAWAR) 
Center San Diego (SSC San Diego) facility to less than 50 km from the WXL-87 transmitter. Radio 
signals were measured along the outbound (traveling east) and inbound (traveling west) routes over 
the course of 10 days, from 4 December 2003 to 1 July 2004. Average observation time for the 
complete round-trip was roughly 5 hours for each day. The receiver route spans the San Diego and 
Imperial counties and is illustrated in the terrain elevation map in Figure 2. The yellow crosses show 
the locations of NOAA transmitters. That portion of the measurement route shown in white indicates 
where signals from the KEC-62 transmitter were recorded, and that portion of the route shown  
in magenta indicates where signals from the WXL-87 transmitter were recorded. The location illus-
trating the “switch” from recording the KEC-62 signals to the WXL-87 signals was fairly typical for 
the outbound and inbound runs, and for each day varied to within a few kilometers. 

On the first measurement day, 04 Dec 2003, the signal strength was initially recorded based on  
30-s averages of 5-s samples. For the remaining measurement days, the signal strength was sampled 
and recorded at 1-s intervals. Also, on day 03 Feb 2004, data collected from the KEC-62 transmitter 
was available from the westbound direction of the receiver route only. 
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Figure 2.  Terrain elevation map of San Diego and Imperial counties, southern California. The 
location of the NOAA transmitters (KEC-62 and WXL-87) are indicated by yellow crosses (+).  The 
location of the radiosonde stations (NKX and 1Y7) are indicated by white diamonds (◊).  The white 
receiver route indicates where signals were measured from the KEC-62 transmitter and the 
magenta receiver route indicates where signals from the WXL-87 transmitter were measured for 
each of the 10 days. 

B. METEOROLOGICAL DATA 
The meteorological information used for the model predictions were taken from both real-time 

radiosonde measurements and climatology.  

Soundings were obtained from two meteorological stations, one located at the Marine Corps Air 
Station, Miramar (NKX), in San Diego, and the other located at Yuma Proving Ground (1Y7). The 
white diamonds in Figure 2 indicate the locations of these stations. While obtaining soundings at the 
transmitter sites and other locations along the propagation paths would have been more desirable, 
obtaining soundings was impossible for several reasons, the main reason being logistics. As shown  
in Figure 2, much of the area just east of San Diego is mountainous and cannot be reached by car. 
Applying soundings from station 1Y7 may also be considered a “stretch” because of its distance 
from station WXL-8; however, station 1X7 is the nearest meteorological station to the WXL-87 
transmitter site. Also, any formation of surface-based ducts in the desert area is more often caused  
by thermal cooling, and since the topology is very similar at both locations, any occurrence of 
surface-based ducts from soundings at the 1Y7 location would provide useful information for the 
area surrounding WXL-87, so we chose not to omit these soundings.  

Radiosondes are normally launched twice each day at 0000Z and 1200Z, which corresponds 
locally to 1600 Pacific Standard Time (PST) and 0400 PST, respectively, during the winter months; 
and 1700 Pacific Daylight Time (PDT) and 0500 PDT, respectively, during the summer months. 
Based on Zulu time, the local daytime sounding at 1600 PST would correspond to time 0000Z 
recorded for the following day. Therefore, to avoid confusion, Table 2 lists days when radio signal 
measurements were recorded, along with local times of available soundings obtained at both 
meteorological stations for all 10 measurement days. Radiosondes launched from meteorological 
station 1Y7 were sporadic and did not strictly follow the 12-hour interval schedule.  
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Table 2. Available radiosonde measurements. 

 
Data Collection Days 

 
Miramar (NKX) 

 
Yuma Proving Ground (1Y7) 

04 Dec 03 0400, 1600 PST 0400 PST 
03 Feb 04 0400, 1600 PST 1500 PST 
06 Apr 04 0500, 1700 PDT 0500 PDT 
07 Apr 04 0500, 1700 PDT 0400 PDT 
27 May 04 0500, 1700 PDT 0500, 1100 PDT 
09 Jun 04 0500, 1700 PDT 0500 PDT 
23 Jun 04 0500, 1700 PDT 0500 PDT 
24 Jun 04 0500, 1700 PDT 0500, 1100 PDT 
30 Jun 04 1700 PDT 0500 PDT 
01 Jul 04 0500, 1700 PDT 0500 PDT 

Due to the sparseness of real-time soundings, we also used climatology from the GTE Sylvania 
climatological database. The database is based on a large-scale analysis of approximately 3 million 
worldwide radiosonde soundings from 921 observing stations over a 5-year period [19]. Statistics of 
tropospheric ducts and super-refractive layers are available from this database and vertical refractive 
profiles were constructed based on these statistics.  

To obtain predictions from the APM for comparisons with the KEC-62 observations, surface-
based and elevated ducts were constructed based on San Diego climatology (Figure 3). In San Diego, 
the percent occurrence of surface-based ducts is fairly high. During the daytime from June through 
August, the percent occurrence is over 30%, with August at over 40% of the time. During the winter 
months of December and January, surface-based ducting occurs more often at night. Initially, only 
surface-based ducts were considered for inclusion in this validation analysis; however, as shown in 
Figure 3b, the percent occurrence of elevated ducts in San Diego is even higher—at over 50% for 
more than half of the year, during daytime and nighttime, which is, no doubt, due to the marine 
influence.  

Figure 4 shows refractive profiles computed from soundings for the 10-day observation period and 
those constructed based on climatology. All profiles are plotted and referenced for mean sea level. 
The shaded area indicates the actual meteorological station height at Miramar, which is 134 m. 
Height versus M-unit profiles, computed from soundings obtained at the NKX meteorological 
station, are shown as solid lines and those based on surface-based and elevated duct climatology  
are shown as dotted and dashed lines, respectively. Standard atmosphere is also shown for reference. 
Note that soundings from April through July are consistent with climatology, showing the existence 
of at least one elevated duct each observation day.  
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         (a)                     (b) 

Figure 3.  Percent occurrence of (a) surface-based ducts and (b) elevated ducts in San Diego, 
California, based on the GTE Sylvania climatological database. 

 

 
Figure 4.  Soundings from meteorological station NKX, along with surface-based duct and elevated 
duct profiles constructed from climatology for the corresponding observation months.  Shaded area 
represents terrain and indicates meteorological station height.  
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Figure 5 shows the percent occurrence of surface-based ducts for the Yuma station. Unfortunately, 
no daytime soundings were available for this area. Overall, surface-based ducting appears to occur 
far less frequently in this area than in San Diego, with the highest percentage being roughly 24% 
during September. This percentage seems to contradict the direct meteorological measurements 
discussed in Reference [15], where surface-based ducts were present on an almost nightly basis (in 
the early morning hours). However, the number of observations available in the database for this 
station is less than one-third of that for the San Diego station.  

 
Figure 5.  Percent occurrence of surface-based ducts in Yuma, Arizona, based on the GTE Sylvania 
climatological database. 
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Figure 6 shows the refractivity profiles from soundings and climatology for the 1Y7 station. 
Similar to Figure 4, all profiles are plotted relative to mean sea level and the shaded area indicates the 
height of the 1Y7 station at 131 m. The soundings at this station were of relatively low quality, with 
many missing levels. Obviously, anomalous propagation conditions were infrequent during this time, 
a situation that was probably caused by the quality of the soundings at this station. Nevertheless, both 
soundings and climatology were used in the results presented in Section III. 

 

 
Figure 6.  Soundings from meteorological station 1Y7, along with surface-based duct profiles 
constructed from climatology for the corresponding observation months. Shaded area represents 
terrain and indicates meteorological station height. 

C. TERRAIN  
The second, and perhaps, more significant environmental effect on surface-to-surface propagation 

over terrain is the variation in elevation of the terrain itself. DTED Level 1 terrain is available for 
most parts of the world and was initially used to conduct this validation study. Using contour maps as 
a reference, we quickly discovered problems when confirming the terrain elevation at the NOAA 
transmitter sites based on DTED information. We next looked at USGS terrain data, which offer a 
higher resolution. The 7.5-min Digital Elevation Model (DEM) “quadrangles” were the product of 
choice. Terrain data obtained from DTED Level 1 provide terrain elevation with a horizontal 
resolution of 100 m and a vertical resolution of ±30 m, while the USGS database resolution is 30 m 
in the horizontal and ±1 m in the vertical.  

As an example of some of discrepancies we found between DTED and USGS terrain elevation, 
Figure 7 shows the terrain elevation profile from the KEC-62 transmitter location to the easternmost 
receiver point for this transmitted signal on day 04 Dec 03 (i.e., the terrain path defined by the yellow 
cross to the easternmost point of the white curve shown in Figure 2). The terrain elevation values 
were extracted from DTED and USGS databases (shown as dashed and solid lines, respectively). The 
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entire terrain profile from the transmitter to the receiver endpoint is roughly 65 km, shown in the 
insert, with the terrain elevation varying from 500 to over 1600 m. From the plot in the insert, 
difference in elevation values between the two terrain database sources appears to be almost the 
same; however, when looking at the first 15 km from the transmitter (larger plot), the difference in 
elevation is as much as 100 m within the first 5 km from the emitter. This example is just one terrain 
profile extracted out of thousands necessary to obtain signal strength predictions for each path 
defined by the transmitter-to-receiver latitude/longitude coordinates along the receiver route in 
Figure 2.  

 

Figure 7.  Terrain elevation profile from the KEC-62 transmitter location to the easternmost receiver 
point on 04 Dec 03. USGS terrain elevation data (solid line) and DTED data (dashed line). Large plot 
shows the first 15 km of the entire 65-km path (insert). 

To illustrate the differences in terrain elevation values between the two database sources, the 
difference between USGS and DTED terrain elevation at the receiver coordinates recorded on one of 
the measurement days along the route for the KEC-62 and WXL-87 transmitters are shown in Figure 
8a and Figure 8b, respectively. The elevation difference is shown plotted as a function of range from 
the transmitter. For the KEC-62 receiver route, receiver coordinates with non-unique ranges from the 
transmitter are plotted because the signal was received east and west of the transmitter longitude. 
Figure 9 illustrates the portions of the receiver route west of the KEC-62 transmitter, shown in red 
and corresponding to the red curve in Figure 8a, indicating ranges at which the height differences 
were computed, while the black curve indicates that portion of the route east of the transmitter 
longitude, corresponding to the black curve in Figure 8a.  Note that for the KEC-62 receiver route, 
height differences for most of the path fluctuate at roughly ±20 m; however, at some ranges, DTED 
terrain can differ from USGS by as much as 60 m. On the WXL-87 receiver route for ranges close to 
the transmitter (40 to 100 km), corresponding to the relatively flat area along the route in Figure 2, 
the height differences do not differ greatly, varying by ±10 m, but do approach variations by as much 
as ±50 to 60 m for paths approaching the mountainous terrain on the western portion of the route.  
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Figure 8.  Difference in terrain elevation between USGS and DTED terrain at the coordinates  
of the receiver for the (a) KEC-62 transmitter indicated by the white curve in Figure 2, and (b)  
for the WXL-87 transmitter indicated by the magenta curve in Figure 2. The black and red curves  
in (a) indicate height differences shown for receiver coordinates east and west, respectively,  
of the KEC-62 longitude as shown in Figure 9. 

 

 
Figure 9.  Separation of receiver coordinates for KEC-62 east of the longitude position (black) and 
receiver coordinates west of the longitude position (red). 

The surface properties of the propagation paths from both transmitters to the receiver varied from 
concrete and asphalt to desert and brush. However, for the KEC-62 paths, more vegetation was 
present in the form of patchy trees, due to the proximity to the metropolitan area, along with cactus 
and chaparral as the receiver route extended eastward. The receiver route for the KEC-62 transmitter 
traversed urban areas where effects from surrounding buildings were not included in the field 
strength estimations. The route does not include tunnels, but does contain overpasses and bridges, 
the longest being roughly 600-m long, which overall, should not have a significant effect to alter  
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the statistical values presented in Section III. The terrain sources used in this analysis did not include 
foliage or vegetation information as part of the database.  

Based on checks for consistency of terrain elevation on selected latitude/longitude coordinates,  
we view USCG as our reference for the most accurate terrain elevation values. It appears that for the 
southern California region, DTED may lead to greater error in the elevation values than the vertical 
resolution in the database would imply. Although USGS has higher vertical resolution, DTED (Level 
1) is the terrain database most commonly used within Department of Defense (DoD) for military 
applications (due to its global coverage), and any operational propagation model used in such appli-
cations would in practice be required to use DTED. Therefore, performing a limited sensitivity and 
validation study of APM using both USGS and DTED terrain sources provides a useful measure  
of the APM’s performance, along with quantifying errors one would expect from using a lower 
resolution terrain source. 

The APM results presented in the next section were obtained using the meteorological information 
previously described in Section II.B and terrain elevation data from DTED and USGS. The USGS 
DEM quadrangles are referenced to the 1927 North American Datum (NAD27) and the DTED Level 
1 data are referenced to the World Geodetic System 1984 (WGS84). Receiver latitude/longitude 
coordinates recorded via GPS are also referenced to WGS84; therefore, USGS terrain data were 
appropriately converted and all terrain elevation profiles extracted for signal strength predictions 
were referenced to WGS84. 
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III. RESULTS 

The predicted signal strength used in comparisons with measurements are obtained as follows. 
Both transmitting and receiving antenna gains are assumed to be unity, and vertical polarization is 
also assumed. The received power in dBm, Pr, at the antenna is then 

,log10 )()( dBmWtdBmr LPP −=            (1) 

where Pt is the transmitter power in mW, and LdB represents the one-way propagation loss 
predictions, in dB, obtained from the APM. LdB is defined as 

,log204log20 FrLdB −⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜
⎝

⎛=
λ
π

            (2) 

where r is the range and λ is the wavelength. The first term in Equation (2) is the free-space loss  
and all environmental effects, including troposcatter, are contained in the propagation factor, F.  
The terms “signal strength” and “received power” at the antenna will be used interchangeably  
for the remainder of this report. 

Based on real-time meteorological measurements made in the California and Arizona desert 
described in Reference [15], surface-based ducts measured were attributable to thermal cooling  
of the desert floor; therefore, any variation in duct height tended to follow the variation in terrain 
elevation along the path. Based on these real-time meteorological measurements, and for the sake  
of thoroughness, we applied the refractivity profiles from soundings and climatology in two ways. 
First, the soundings and profiles constructed from climatology were applied and referenced to mean 
sea level for all terrain paths. For the second method, we applied the refractivity profiles relative  
to the local ground height along the path such that any trapping layers, whether at the surface  
or elevated, would follow the terrain elevation along each propagation path. Lastly, signal strength 
predictions were also obtained for standard atmosphere conditions for baseline comparisons.  

Results from the widely used terrain diffraction model TIREM (Version 3.02) are also presented 
here as an additional comparison of model performance. TIREM uses a combination of spherical 
earth and knife-edge diffraction algorithms to compute the propagation loss between point-to-point 
terminals. TIREM does not allow for vertically varying refractive profiles and assumes a linear 
gradient; therefore, standard atmosphere was used for all TIREM results. A nominal surface 
refractivity value of 301.0 required for TIREM was applied along with USGS terrain data. The 
remaining applicable parameters used for TIREM are identical to those used for the APM. 
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A. WXL-87 (YUMA) 
We begin the analysis with signal strength data collected from the WXL-87 transmitter. Of the two 

data sets, this set contains longer propagation paths, but meteorologically speaking, is the least 
uneventful of the two sets. Figure 10 shows a time series plot of the observed signal on 09 June 2004, 
along with predictions from the APM. The solid colored lines indicate the APM predictions corre-
sponding to the various refractivity profiles used from soundings and climatology, along with 
standard atmosphere conditions. Only one sounding was available for this day, so there is no 
distinction between daytime or nighttime soundings. Predictions shown in the top plot of Figure 10 
are predictions using USGS data and predictions shown in the bottom plot were computed using 
DTED terrain information. The start and end times correspond to roughly the same geographic 
location, which is shown as the westernmost portion of the magenta curve in Figure 2. The time  
at which the vehicle reached its easternmost location on the receiver route and reversed direction  
can easily be seen at hour 18.25, where the signal strength reached its peak. This peak corresponds  
to the time at which the vehicle was nearest to the transmitter. From hour 18.25 onward, the vehicle 
collected data as it was traveling westward, which is illustrated by an almost “mirror-like” variation 
in signal strength centered at hour 18.25 as measurements were made on the same route but in the 
opposite direction.  

 
 

Figure 10. Observed signal strength from WXL-87 transmitter on 09 June 2004 and APM predictions 
for various profiles from sounding and climatology (solid colored lines) using terrain information from 
USGS (top) and DTED (bottom). 

Only data collected on 09 June 2004 is shown for this transmitter, as these data are fairly represen-
tative of the qualitative comparison between measurements and predictions for all 10 measurement 
days. What is apparent is that predictions made using actual soundings obtained at the nearest 
meteorological station (1Y7) were almost identical to those using standard atmosphere, although this 
could have been surmised from the height/M-unit profiles shown in Figure 6. Predictions made using 
climatology, where surface-based duct profiles were generated, were also not very different than 
those generated under standard atmosphere conditions. Qualitatively, there appears to be no 
significant difference between the APM predictions based on DTED and those obtained using USGS. 
This finding is consistent with Figure 8b, which shows that DTED terrain elevation did not differ 
greatly from USGS terrain for most of the path along this receiver route.  
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In obtaining a quantitative description of the performance of the APM for all 10 measurement 
days, we first look at the root mean square (RMS) error between predicted and observed signal 
strength. The RMS error is defined as 
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,              (3) 

where obsrP _  represents the observed received power at the antenna, m is the number of observa-
tions, and Pr represents predictions obtained from the APM with varying terrain and refractivity 
combinations.  

Figure 11 shows the RMS error between observations and the APM predictions using only USGS 
data with varying refractivity profiles based on soundings, climatology, and standard atmosphere. 
The refractivity profiles applied relative to mean sea level are indicated by the solid line and those 
applied relative to the local ground height are shown by the dashed line. Both daytime and nighttime 
soundings were used to obtain predictions, although for the 1Y7 station, only 2 days contained 
soundings at 1100 PDT. The RMS error obtained using these soundings is indicated by the red dots. 
Over the entire collection period, the RMS error varied between roughly 6 and 13 dBm. There is no 
significant difference in the APM’s performance based on actual soundings and climatology, or in 
how the refractivity profiles are applied. Simply using a standard atmosphere resulted in slightly 
better agreement with observations.  

 
 

Figure 11.  RMS error between measurements and APM predictions for each measurement day  
for the WXL-87 transmitter. APM predictions were obtained based on USGS terrain data, and 
refractivity profiles are applied relative to mean sea level (solid line) and relative to the ground height 
along the path (dashed line). 
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Table 3 lists the numerical values of RMS error and standard deviation, in dBm, between obser-
vations and APM predictions using USGS terrain and refractivity profiles based on soundings, 
climatology, and standard atmosphere. The table also lists the RMS error and standard deviation 
between observations and TIREM predictions using standard atmosphere. The APM RMS error 
values in Table 3 are for predictions where the refractivity profiles were applied relative to the local 
ground height. The RMS error for refractivity profiles applied relative to mean sea level are similar 
(to within 1 dBm), so they are not listed separately. Both daytime and nighttime soundings were used 
to obtain predictions, although for the 1Y7 station, only 2 days contained soundings at 1100 PDT. 
For days 27 May 2004 and 24 June 2004, a second value is listed corresponding to the second sound-
ing available for these 2 days at 1100 PDT. Comparison between TIREM and the APM results 
(standard atmosphere columns) shows that TIREM provides roughly 2 to 4 dBm higher RMS error 
than the APM. TIREM also shows more variability in its predictions, resulting in an even higher 
standard deviation than the APM of roughly 2 to 6 dBm. 

Table 3. WXL-87 (USGS terrain). 

 RMS Error (dBm) Standard Deviation (dBm) 

 APM TIREM APM TIREM 

Day Sounding Climatology Standard Standard Sounding Climatology Standard Standard 

04 Dec 03a 5.8 6.2 6.4 9.2 5.6 6.0 6.4 24.1 
03 Feb 04 13.1 13.0 13.0 14.6 11.7 12.2 11.9 12.6 
06 Apr 04 8.6 8.5 8.0 9.8 8.5 8.4 7.9 13.6 
07 Apr 04 5.7 6.0 5.7 8.5 5.7 5.8 5.7 13.5 
27 May 04 8.5 / 8.5 9.2 8.7 11.3 8.4 / 8.4 9.2 8.6 15.5 
09 Jun 04 9.4 9.4 8.9 11.2 9.4 9.3 8.9 16.2 
23 Jun 04 9.0 8.9 8.8 12.7 7.6 8.4 7.9 15.7 
24 Jun 04 11.7 / 11.7 10.8 10.8 13.4 10.9 / 10.0 10.2 9.8 14.7 
30 Jun 04 11.2 11.4 11.1 13.5 10.5 11.1 10.6 13.4 
01 Jul 04 10.5 10.7 10.4 12.9 10.2 10.6 10.2 16.3 

a5-s samples        

 
Using different sources of terrain information (or alternatively, different terrain resolutions)  

has greater impact on the APM predictions. Figure 12 shows the RMS error between observations 
and the APM predictions using DTED (solid line) and USGS (dashed line) terrain for the various 
refractivity profiles, similar to Figure 11, but applied relative to the local ground height only. There 
is decidedly better agreement with measurements for predictions based on USGS terrain. The RMS 
error based on the APM predictions using USGS varied from 0.7 to 2.9 dBm lower than for predic-
tions using DTED. 
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Figure 12.  RMS error between measurements and APM predictions for each measurement day  
for the WXL-87 transmitter.  Predictions were obtained using DTED (solid line) and USGS (dashed 
line) information.  All refractivity profiles are applied relative to the local ground height along the path. 

Although statistics are provided for each day, another meaningful or more descriptive statistic for 
communications engineers is how well a particular propagation model performs within a specified 
confidence interval over time. Eastbound and westbound observations for 9 of the 10 measurement 
days were used to compute the 95% confidence interval shown in Figure 13. Only day 04 Dec 2003 
was excluded due to the lower sampling rate. The shaded area represents the 95% confidence interval 
based on the 18 data sets and is plotted as a function of range from the transmitter. The black line in 
Figure 13a represents the mean of the observations. From Table 3, Figure 11, and Figure 12, predic-
tions based on standard atmosphere performed statistically as well as those based on climatology and 
actual soundings. Also, the APM performed noticeably better (i.e., lower RMS error) with USGS 
terrain than with DTED terrain. Therefore, what is shown by the black curve in Figure 13b  
is the mean of the APM predictions over the 9 measurement days using standard atmosphere and 
USGS terrain. Figure 13c shows the corresponding TIREM results, also for standard atmosphere  
and USGS terrain. From a visual comparison of Figure 13b and Figure 13c, the higher variability 
from TIREM is evident, with some portions of the predicted signal strength falling well outside  
the confidence interval.  
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Figure 13.  95% confidence interval of observations (shaded area in all plots) along with (a) the 
observed mean, (b) the APM predictions, and (c) the TIREM predictions (all shown as black lines) 
from the WXL-87 transmitter as a function of range from the transmitter. APM and TIREM predict-
tions based on standard atmosphere and USGS terrain. 

Note that along the route, for all 9 measurement days, the proximity of the receiver from the 
transmitter varied from 40 km to over 130 km, with a dynamic range in signal strength of over  
40 dBm. It should be emphasized here that this dynamic range was observed within a span  
of 2 to 3 hours (time duration varies for each day) as the vehicle traveled east and west at normal 
highway speeds. The APM performed extremely well in tracking the WXL-87 signal strength over 
the course of the 80+ km receiver route out to roughly 130 km from the transmitter, where it begins 
to deviate from observations at the farthest ranges. 

B. KEC-62 (SAN DIEGO) 
From Figure 4, the relatively high occurrence of both surface-based and elevated ducts would 

appear to induce more variable signal strength from the KEC-62 transmitter that cannot be readily 
explained by standard atmosphere conditions as with the WXL-87 data. Particularly in light of the 
proximity of the NKX meteorological station to the receiver route (Figure 2), this station would have 
lent itself to more accurate predictions based on the measured refractivity profiles. However, this 
was not the case for most of the measurement period. The exception will be discussed in detail  
in Section III.C. 

The rugged topography for propagation paths over this route, coupled with the low-altitude 
receiver, makes diffraction the dominant propagation mechanism, which yields very little impact on 
the signal strength, due to varying refractivity. See the qualitative comparison between observations 
and predictions for day 23 Jun 2004 in Figure 14. The first portion of the measurements (from hour 
17.5 to 18.5) were obtained as the receiver traveled eastward, and from hour 21.5 onward, the data 
were collected traveling west. Similar to Figure 10, predictions based on USGS terrain are shown  
in the top plot and those using DTED are provided in the bottom plot. 
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Figure 14. Observed signal strength from the KEC-62 transmitter on 23 June 2004 and the APM 
predictions for various profiles from soundings, climatology, and standard atmosphere (green line 
most easily seen) using terrain information from USGS (top) and DTED (bottom). 

From Table 2, for all but one collection day, two soundings were available. Along with two sound-
ings per day, we also applied surface-based and elevated ducts constructed from climatology, with 
standard atmosphere again used as a baseline. As was done with the WXL-87 data, profiles were 
applied relative to mean sea level and relative to the local ground height. Therefore, Figure 14 shows 
nine different sets of the APM predictions for each plot. Most of these predictions are indistinguish-
able from the standard atmosphere predictions. After looking more carefully, one can find a hint  
of slight differences in predictions due to various refractivity profiles. Practically speaking, however, 
these differences are negligible.  

Indeed, the RMS error computed for each day based on the various refractivity profiles vary less 
than 1 dBm from that for standard atmosphere conditions. This variation is illustrated in Figure 15, 
where the RMS errors based on profiles applied relative to mean sea level are indicated by the solid 
line and those applied relative to the local ground height are shown by the dashed line. The RMS 
error for the first day (04 Dec 2003) is significantly larger due to the difference in time sampling  
of the signal strength (Section II.A), which is indicated by the line plotted “off the chart.” 

On the other extreme, due to the availability of signal strength data on the westward direction  
only of the receiver route for day 03 Feb 2004, the RMS error is somewhat lower than the remaining 
measurement days. Also, on 30 June 2004, only a portion of the data collected on the eastbound  
and westbound routes are included in the computations for the RMS error and standard deviation, 
due to limited signal reception of the KEC-62 transmitter. This transmitter is detailed in Section 
III.C. Again, the various refractivity profiles, whether applied to mean sea level or to the ground 
height, had no significant impact on the quality of the predictions.  
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Figure 15. RMS error between measurements and APM predictions for each measurement for the 
KEC-62 transmitter. APM predictions were obtained based on USGS terrain data, and refractivity 
profiles are applied relative to msl (solid line) and relative to the local ground height along the path 
(dashed line). 

The difference in predictions based on USGS and DTED terrain data are noticeable. Figure 8a 
shows that for this portion of the receiver route, differences in terrain elevation between the two 
databases are significant. It should be emphasized that these differences are shown only at the 
receiver location as it traveled east and west, plotted as a function of distance from the transmitter. 
Based on the surrounding topography shown in Figure 2, the discrepancies shown in Figure 7 also 
suggest large differences in elevation along each terrain path between the transmitter and the 
latitude/longitude receiver point.  

Figure 16 shows the RMS error for the APM predictions based on USGS and DTED terrain. The 
APM predictions used to obtain the RMS error are based on all nine refractivity profiles but applied 
relative to the ground height only. Predictions based on USGS terrain resulted in errors from  
1 to 4 dBm lower than predictions based on DTED. Table 4 and Table 5 list the RMS error and 
standard deviation, respectively, between measurements and the APM predictions for all refractive 
profiles for USGS terrain. The corresponding TIREM RMS error and standard deviation are listed in 
the last columns of each table. For these propagation paths, the TIREM results are generally lower  
in RMS error than the APM results shown in Table 4 by 0.5 to 1.6 dBm. However, the standard 
deviation results are somewhat mixed in that TIREM results are 2 to 3 dBm higher than the APM 
(Table 5) for some measurement days, while on other days, TIREM shows a 2-dBm lower standard 
deviation.  
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Figure 16.  RMS error between measurements and the APM predictions for each measurement day 
for the KEC-62 transmitter. Predictions were obtained using DTED (solid line) and USGS (dashed 
line) information. All refractivity profiles are applied relative to the local ground height along the path. 

Table 4. KEC-62 APM RMS error in dBm (USGS terrain, refractivity applied relative to ground). 

 
 

Day 

 
Night 

Sounding 

 
Day 

Sounding 

Climatology 
Surface-Based 

Duct 

Climatology 
Elevated 

Duct 

 
 

Standard 

TIREM 
RMS 
Error 

04 Dec 03a 24.4 24.6 25.2 25.5 25.1 24.1 
03 Feb 04 12.4 12.4 12.4 12.4 12.4 12.6 
06 Apr 04 14.9 14.8 15.1 14.9 14.9 13.6 
07 Apr 04 14.2 14.2 14.4 14.3 14.3 13.5 
27 May 04 17.1 17.1 17.0 17.0 17.0 15.5 
09 Jun 04 16.6 16.6 16.8 16.7 16.6 16.2 
23 Jun 04 17.4 17.3 16.9 16.9 17.2 15.7 
24 Jun 04 16.0 16.1 15.7 15.7 16.2 14.7 
30 Jun 04 - 12.9 13.2 13.1 12.9 13.4 
01 Jul 04 17.0 17.1 16.1 16.5 16.8 16.3 

a5-s samples      
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Table 5.  KEC-62 APM standard deviation in dBm (USGS terrain). 

 
 

Day 

 
Sounding 

Night 

 
Sounding 

Day 

Climatology 
Surface-Based 

Duct 

 
Climatology 

Elevated Duct

 
 

Standard 

TIREM 
Standard 
Deviation 

 04 Dec 03a 24.2 24.4 24.9 25.1 24.8 22.8 
03 Feb 04 12.1 12.2 12.1 12.1 12.1 12.5 
06 Apr 04 10.7 10.8 10.7 10.7 10.7 12.8 
07 Apr 04 9.8 9.8 9.7 9.7 9.7 12.7 
27 May 04 16.8 16.8 16.6 16.7 16.7 15.5 
09 Jun 04 12.2 12.2 11.8 11.8 12.0 14.0 
23 Jun 04 17.4 17.3 16.9 16.9 17.3 15.2 
24 Jun 04 15.9 16.2 15.7 15.7 16.1 13.9 
30 Jun 04 - 10.4 10.3 10.4 10.4 13.4 
01 Jul 04 16.9 17.0 16.1 16.5 16.7 15.5 

a5-s samples       

Providing a similar comparison as in the previous section, Figure 17 shows the 95% confidence 
interval for 9 days of observations along the KEC-62 receiver route, along with the mean. To avoid 
displaying signal strength for duplicate ranges corresponding to different coordinates on the receiver 
route, the data collected on this receiver path are split into those collected on that portion west 
(Figure 17a) and east (Figure 17b) of the transmitter indicated by the red and black curves, respec-
tively, shown in Figure 9.  

 
Figure 17.  95% confidence interval (shaded area) and mean (black line) of observations from  
the KEC-62 transmitter for portions of the receiver route (a) west and (b) east of the transmitter, 
indicated by the red and black curves, respectively, shown in Figure 9. 

Figure 18 shows the mean of the corresponding APM predictions. Again, because the predictions 
based on standard atmosphere did not differ greatly from those based on soundings or climatology, 
predictions shown in Figure 18 are based only on standard atmosphere and USGS terrain. The RMS 
error for the entire route is higher than that for the WXL-87 data and varied from 12.4 to 17.2 dBm 
(excluding day 04 Dec 2003). The higher overall error is apparently due to the relatively poor 
agreement between the APM and observations along the western portion of the receiver route,  
which corresponds to shorter ranges from the transmitter of between 23 and 36 km. Along the 
eastern portion of the route, the APM showed better agreement (Figure 18b), although not to the 
extent shown in Figure 13. 
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Figure 18.  95% confidence interval as in Figure 17 (shaded area), along with the mean of the APM 
predictions (black line) for the KEC-62 transmitter for portions of the receiver route (a) west and  
(b) east of the transmitter, based on standard atmosphere and USGS terrain. 

Figure 19 shows the corresponding mean of the TIREM predictions for the east and west portions 
of the route, similar to Figure 17.  For the west portion of the route, TIREM shows a similar over-
prediction of signal strength as the APM for ranges from 23 to 27 km. Beyond 27 km, TIREM shows 
overall better agreement than the APM. On the east portion of the route, TIREM shows generally 
good agreement, although because of the high variability, tends to “straddle” the confidence interval, 
with high and low signal strength falling proportionately outside the interval. 

 

Figure 19.  95% confidence interval as in Figure 17 (shaded area), along with the mean of the 
TIREM predictions (black line) for the KEC-62 transmitter for portions of the receiver route  
(a) west and (b) east of the transmitter, based on standard atmosphere and USGS terrain. 

As mentioned previously, on 30 June 2004, the APM results provided one of the lowest RMS 
errors, which is most likely attributable to a smaller number of observations from the KEC-62 
transmitter (similar to day 03 Feb 2004). The reason for the limited KEC-62 data on this day  
is due to an interesting incident described in the next section. 
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C. 30 JUNE 2004 
On this day, while traveling eastward and recording radio signals from the KEC-62 transmitter,  

we received interference from an alternate NOAA weather radio station located in Santa Barbara 
(call sign KIH-34, coordinates 34N 31′ 31″/119W 57′ 29″). The KIH-34 transmitter antenna height  
is 1240.2 m above mean sea level and operates at the same frequency of 162.4 MHz as the KEC-62 
transmitter, but with a higher power output of 330 W. Within a span of 2 to 3 min after the start of 
receiving mixed interference, the KIH-34 transmitter was the dominant radio signal received along 
our normal receiver route, which was evidenced by the very strong voice reception of the station call 
sign during normal monitoring within the vehicle. The KIH-34 signal was received for approximate-
ly 20 to 25 min on the eastward direction of the route. On the return portion traveling westward,  
the KIH-34 signal once again came in very strong at roughly the same location as on the eastward 
direction. The time at which it was received traveling west was 3.5 to 4 hours after it was originally 
received traveling east, indicating that environmental conditions causing this phenomenon persisted 
for some time. Figure 20 shows the geographic area of southern California, along with the location  
of the KEC-62 and KIH-34 transmitters in San Diego and Santa Barbara, respectively. The normal 
receiver route (Interstate 8) is indicated by the white and magenta curve; however, that portion  
in magenta shows the area where the KIH-34 signals were dominant for this day. 

 
Figure 20.  Southern California coastal area showing locations of KIH-34 (Santa Barbara)  
and KEC-62 (San Diego) transmitters. Magenta portion of the receiver route indicates where KIH-34 
transmissions were received on 30 June 2004. 
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The only day of the 10 measurement days in which we recorded such an event was 30 June 2004. 
As a qualitative comparison of signal strength observed over this portion of the receiver route,  
the signal strength recorded from the KIH-34 and KEC-62 transmitters is shown in Figure 21 (east-
ward direction only). The signal strength observed from the KEC-62 transmitter is a subset of that 
shown in Figure 14 from hour 18 to 18.5 on 23 June 2004 (which is fairly representative of the signal 
strength recorded on the other measurement days, except 30 June 2004). The times for both signals 
have been adjusted such that time 0.0 corresponds to the start of clear KIH-34 reception and the 
overall time span of 20 to 25 min of observations for both signals correspond to the same GPS 
latitude/longitude coordinates along the receiver route (that portion in magenta in Figure 20). Clear-
ly, during the first 5 min in Figure 21, much stronger signals were observed on 30 June 2004. During 
the remaining time where signals were fairly consistent, the mean signal level (from 6 min onward) 
was roughly 2 dBm higher on 30 June 2004 than on 23 June 2004—not considered significant, yet 
sufficient enough to receive strong voice quality reception from the KIH-34 transmitter over the 
geographically closer KEC-62 transmitter. 

 
Figure 21.  Signal strength received on 23 June 2004 from the KEC-62 transmitter (black) and  
on 30 June 2004 from the KIH-34 transmitter (red) along the identical portion of the receiver route 
(magenta curve in Figure 20). 

In attempting to explain or account for these higher signal levels, the APM was again used  
to obtain predictions based on the transmitter/receiver terminals from KIH-34 to the receiver route 
shown in Figure 20. The ranges for these propagation paths are from 356 to 390 km. Unfortunately, 
the USGS data readily available for most of the Los Angeles metropolitan area is in the 10-m hori-
zontal resolution format, not in the 30-m horizontal resolution format used in the results already 
presented. Since we could not merge USGS quadrangles of different formats, we relied only on 
DTED terrain for these paths.  

Another limitation was the lack of real-time atmospheric soundings at locations along the coast 
from Santa Barbara to San Diego. The only soundings available on 30 June 2004 were from the VBG 
meteorological station located at Vandenberg (34N 45′/120W 34′), which is near the KIH-34 
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transmitter site. Soundings were available at 0500 and 1700 PDT. The soundings from both the VBG 
and NKX meteorological stations for this day are shown plotted to mean signal level in Figure 22. 
Note that the VBG 0500 PDT sounding shows a strong elevated duct between 1000 and 1350 m, 
which places the KIH-34 transmitting antenna well within this duct. The VBG sounding at 1700 
PDT shows the existence of a duct as well, although at a more elevated height. However, the sound-
ing at NKX, which lies along the propagation paths from the KIH-34 transmitter to the receiver 
coordinates in question, shows the existence of an elevated but somewhat weaker duct at roughly  
the same height as the VBG 0500 PDT sounding—indicating that atmospheric conditions were fairly 
persistent. 
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Figure 22.  Miramar (NKX) and Vandenberg (VBG) soundings for 30 June 2004. 

Figure 23 shows observations for this day and predicted signal strength for all three soundings 
based on DTED terrain. Qualitatively, the APM was able to predict the higher signal strength 
observed during the first few minutes; however, it could not adequately track the signal during  
the remaining time the KIH-34 signal was observed. Predictions using standard atmosphere 
conditions were also computed for these long propagation paths; however, they were much lower 
than the minimum of −110 dBm in Figure 23. The lowest RMS error between the KIH-34 observed 
and predicted signal is based on the VBG 0500 PDT sounding. Using both the eastbound and west-
bound collected signals, the RMS error is 29.9 dBm. 
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Figure 23.  KIH-34 observed signal strength on 30 June 2004 and predictions from the APM using 
VBG and NKX soundings and DTED terrain. 

TIREM results fall well below the −110 dBm vertical minimum shown in Figure 23 for these long 
propagation paths, which, of course, is expected, as a user can apply only a linear gradient and 
results are similar to the APM under standard atmosphere conditions for these paths. The fact that 
the APM was able to account for the KIH-34 reception during the first few minutes based on the 
VBG sounding proves that anomalous conditions were present. 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

In all the APM predictions, the surface electrical characteristics were assumed constant with 
nominal values of 15.0 for the relative permittivity and conductivity of 0.00287 (S/m). Of course, 
altering the dielectric constants had little to no effect. Based on results presented in Section III.A  
and Section III.B, also varying the refractive conditions had little effect of statistical significance—
not so for the signals measured from the KIH-34 transmitter on 30 June 2004. Simple standard 
diffraction was not sufficient to account for these signals. From well-established literature on the 
subject of low-altitude propagation over terrain at VHF and higher frequencies [20]–[22], standard 
diffraction is considered the dominant propagation mechanism; however, based on the 30 June 2004 
observations and the data described in Reference [15], standard diffraction cannot always be 
assumed. 

The terrain resolution, or more precisely, the accuracy of the terrain elevation, apparently  
has a greater impact on the quality of the predictions. As shown in Section III.A, for the WXL-87 
receiver route, the RMS error using USGS terrain differed from that using DTED by roughly 2 dBm. 
The difference in RMS error between the two terrain databases over the more rugged and sharply 
varying KEC-62 route was on average twice as much. This difference is shown graphically in Figure 
16 (refractivity profiles applied to the local ground height), where the dramatic difference in results 
between the two terrain sources is obvious.  

DTED Level 1 has been available for many years and is the database most commonly used within 
the military. DTED Level 2 is roughly equivalent in horizontal and vertical resolution to the USGS 
DEM data used in this analysis; however, previous to the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission 
(SRTM) [23], DTED Level 2 data for much of the world was relatively sparse due to the labor-
intensive method of data collection at the time. With the SRTM data now available in DTED Level 2 
format, it is expected that errors shown in Section III from the APM will be consistent with those 
provided by USGS data and any large discrepancies can then be isolated as resulting from the 
propagation model itself rather than coupled with the source of the terrain information. 

Based on the higher resolution USGS data, the APM performed very well, particularly for the 
longer paths from the WXL-87 transmitter. Based on the comparisons with the KEC-62 data,  
the APM appears to perform better for longer paths than for shorter paths, as seen in Figure 18a,  
with the poorest agreement shown for the shortest paths west of the KEC-62 transmitter. The fact 
that the APM agreed very well with the WXL-87 data over what is predominantly low-lying (i.e.,  
not very rugged) desert, and did not agree very well with the KEC-62 data, where most of the terrain 
paths are fairly rugged, initially led us to conclude that the APM had basic limitations on its applica-
bility to rugged, steep terrain. However, the propagation paths comprising the eastern portion of the 
KEC-62 receiver route consist of much more rugged terrain than the western portion, yet the APM 
showed better agreement over the east portion of the route, as shown in Figure 18b.  

The overall RMS error based on USGS terrain for the WXL-87 route was less than 10 dBm  
for over half the measurement days, while the error varied from 12.4 to 17.2 dBm (excluding day 04 
Dec 2003) for the KEC-62 route. Although the KEC-62 receiver route corresponds to shorter ranges 
from the transmitter and may be less susceptible to cumulative errors associated with longer propa-
gation paths, not accounting for vegetation and localized urban effects may have led to the over-
estimation of signal strength. To include vegetation effects on radiowave propagation within the 
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context of the PE algorithm is a complex problem and is a topic for further study. 

The purpose of including TIREM in this analysis is simply for thoroughness in comparing  
the performance of the APM to the performance of what is generally considered a standard model  
for propagation over terrain. For low-altitude propagation over most of the measurement days,  
the analysis shows that the APM performed at least as well as TIREM; however, TIREM could  
not account for the signals received from the KIH-34 transmitter on 30 June 2004 due to its basic 
limitations. In civilian or military operational applications that may be used for communications 
planning purposes, a fast, yet limited model may be perfectly suitable as the need may usually  
be to establish a communications link with a specified quality-of-service. However, for specialized 
military applications such as signal intelligence or special warfare, the ability to exploit environ-
mental conditions such as existed on 30 June 2004 would be extremely advantageous, not only  
for positioning for optimum signal interception, but also to avoid signal interception. 
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V. CONCLUSION 

The analysis provided in this report shows that a well-established radiowave propagation model, 
APM, performs very well for low-altitude propagation over terrain. Other widely used terrain models 
ignore anomalous atmospheric conditions, and as shown in Section III.C, anomalous propagation 
effects can occur. A high-fidelity propagation model is necessary to account for many effects caused 
by the environment, particularly in areas of the world where refractivity effects over land are just as 
important as variations in terrain elevation. While a parabolic equation model may not always be 
necessary for low-altitude diffraction over terrain, the APM performs at least as well as the widely 
used diffraction model, TIREM, under standard conditions, and shows better performance when 
variable refractivity data are available. 

Ultimately, the performance of all radiowave propagation models are fundamentally limited  
by the quality of environmental information available to make adequate field strength estimates. 
However, as shown by the data on 30 June 2004, even a minimum of meteorological information  
can help explain some of the received anomalous signals. With the development of the APM, which 
can now account for many environmental effects over water, land, and coastal regions for both 
surface and airborne emitters, any electromagnetic assessment tool has the capability to incorporate 
a single unified model for operational use within various environments. 
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